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PEDRO Y MIGUEL INGLÉS JIMÉNEZ, C.B.  
Tax ID Number: E30627335

This company was founded in 1980 and is located in Torre Pacheco, Murcia, where it produces
two lines of glass pieces, one for industrial use and the other for artistic items.  The industrial line
is in constant renewal, using various techniques for working with cold or hot glass.  The artistic
line comes from the great creative spirit of the company workteam and a constant R+D plan
(Research and Development), as well as new top quality products such as FIRE & GLASS
(concrete glass window frames.)

Address
Carretera del Jimenado, Km 6,5   
30700 Torre-Pacheco
Murcia (Spain)

Telephone: +34 968577323
Fax: +34 968577992
Web: www.crismyp.com

Contact

Miguel Ingles Jiménez
Manager

Sector: Handcrafts

Activity: Exporter, Manufacturer

Turnover: From 600,000 euros to 1,200,000 euros

Employees: From 10 to 19

Export Volume: Under 30,000 euros

Export Countries: USA

Products

Lamp
Glass decoration
Código Taric: 701399
TARIC Denomination: Glassware of a kind used for toilet, office, indoor decoration or similar 
purposes (excl. glassware of lead crystal or of a kind used for table or kitchen purposes, articles of 
heading 7018, mirrors, leaded ligh
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Products

The resource of this report 
item is not reachable.

Stained glass window
Artistic glass work
Código Taric: 70169010
TARIC Denomination: Leaded lights and the like (excl. such articles > 100 years old)
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